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Love by chance
By chance I met her,
Yes, and my heart screamed loudly,
“This one is for you”.

True Happiness
True happiness, the
Art of maximizing good;
Minimizing bad.

Loneliness
Feeling that can not
Be cured with distant kisses
Or calls, Loneliness.

Crow vrs Eagle
Eagle on top of
Tree, and a crow dives towards
Him,.. Slapped with right wing.
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Weak man, strong bird
Cold morning, while the
Little bird plays and looks for
Food, I am shaking.

Hate and Freezing Rain
His eyes full of hate
Sent a shock to my body,
Cold as freezing rain.

Happy Tears
No tears I was told,
But I could not stop crying;
I was so happy.

Please Tell Me
The warmth of my heart
Or of the fireplace, tell
Me, which is better?.
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Flooded memories
Flooded memories,
The leftovers after the
Walls of my heart broke.

Sources of Sadness
Sadness comes from love
Blind insensitivity
Or pure carelessness

Now I Am In Love
Quickly she kissed me;
I had not seen her before,
Now I am in love.
Flower And Hummingbird

Hummingbird in sight,
And the old flower said “Hi”,
A long kiss followed.
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Love And Caring
Love without caring,
Bad lover; caring with love,
Very good lover.
Feeling And Dreaming True Love

True love, the feeling,
May be passing; true love, the
Dream, is for ever.

Freedom And Schooling
School first, Grandma said,
Then you can live as you please,
And she was so right.

The Man And The High Wall
Very high wall, and
The man decided to climb,
Go, go, the crowd screamed.
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Tormenting Feelings
Tormenting feelings,
Those that can not be expressed,
With a clean haiku.

Backward Paradigms
Backward paradigms,
Those which ignore the facts that
contradict their truth.

Not The Right One
I caught a fish, yes,
a nice looking fish, but it
was not the right one.

Dating and Fishing
I caught a fish, but
Of known protected species,
I had to let go.
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Should I Bite or Not
A clear water lake,
I can see the fish thinking
Should I bite or not.

Bees and Flowers
Beautiful flowers
Happy to see bees coming
Over to kiss them.

Darling I Miss You
Jump, run, walk, swim, fly,
Come to me my princess, my
Darling, I miss you.

To Taste Happiness
Remember, you need
Only to get it right once
To taste happiness.
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A call for honest love
The warm thought-I need
Sunshine in my life-is a
Call for honest love.

Hope and Patience
True, yes, hope is the
Driving force behind patience
And perseverance.

Seal and River
A calm river, and
a seal dives in the water.
Then, scared fish jump out.

Smile and keep going
True love exist, yesIf they tell you it does not,
smile, and keep going.
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